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Abstract
Many tasks that rely on representations of nodes
in graphs would benefit if those representations
were faithful to distances between nodes in the
graph. Geometric techniques to extract such repre-
sentations have poor scaling over large graph size,
and recent advances in Graph Neural Network
(GNN) algorithms have limited ability to reflect
graph distance information beyond the first de-
gree neighborhood. To enable this highly desired
capability, we propose a technique to learn Iso-
metric Graph Neural Networks (IGNN), which
requires changing the input representation space
and loss function to enable any GNN algorithm
to generate representations that reflect distances
between nodes. We experiment with the isomet-
ric technique on several GNN architectures for
modeling multiple prediction tasks on multiple
datasets. In addition to an improvement in AUC-
ROC as high as 43% in these experiments, we
observe a consistent and substantial improvement
as high as 400% in Kendall’s Tau (KT), a measure
that directly reflects distance information, demon-
strating that the learned embeddings do account
for graph distances.
1. Introduction
Position information plays an important role in many rep-
resentation learning architectures. In modeling sequence
data, such as sentences (Sutskever et al., 2014) and trajec-
tories (Alahi et al., 2016), the position information of each
word and stay point is explicitly captured in the model de-
sign with recurrent patterns and mechanisms that preserve
long-range sequential structure. Such modeling strategies
are based upon the intuitive understanding of the temporal
translation invariance and relational inductive bias (Battaglia
et al., 2018) commonly observed in sequence data. Stud-
ies (Yang et al., 2016; Zeng et al., 2014) have also shown
that architectures, such as the Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN), specifically designed for 2D data, such as
images, are able to outperform sequence models on natural
language processing tasks when position features are en-
coded. Moreover, by modifying the CNN structure to specif-
ically propagate position (spatial) information, performance
is significantly improved on particular object detection tasks
(e.g., lane detection) that require a better understanding of
the spatial relationship of different pixels (Pan et al., 2018).
This importance applies to learning representations in
graphs which has gained a lot of traction among researchers
and practitioners alike for the abundance and diversity of
graph-structured data, such as molecule networks, social net-
works, and knowledge graphs. These representation learn-
ing approaches can be usually classified into three categories
– factorization-based approaches (Belkin & Niyogi, 2002;
Ahmed et al., 2013; Ou et al., 2016), random walk-based
approaches (Grover & Leskovec, 2016; Perozzi et al., 2014),
and neighborhood aggregation and convolution-based ap-
proaches (Kipf & Welling, 2017; Hamilton et al., 2017a).
Among them, the Graph Neural Networks (GNN) algo-
rithms that perform neighborhood aggregation and convolu-
tion have enjoyed a lot of popularity due to their superior
performance on node classification, link prediction, and
graph generation tasks (Kipf & Welling, 2017; Hamilton
et al., 2017b; Liao et al., 2019). The key idea of GNN is
to recursively gather information from neighboring nodes
(a.k.a. message passing (Gilmer et al., 2017)), in order to
capture multi-hop dependencies by means of aggregation
functions and non-linear transformations.
Due to the permutation invariance and isomorphism charac-
teristics in graphs, certain aggregation operations, such as
summation, are proven, both theoretically (Xu et al., 2019)
and practically (Hamilton et al., 2017a;b), to work better
than the others. However, such findings do not preclude the
possibility of improving the performance further by incor-
porating the position or relative ordering1 of nodes in the
graph. On the other hand, Xu et al. (2019); You et al. (2019)
observe that GNNs are unable to learn distinct representa-
tions of the nodes that reside in different parts of the graph
but have identical topological neighborhoods. Therefore, we
seek to learn embeddings that are representative of relative
distances on the graph, that is, are nearly isometric.
Numerous practical applications of graph embedding algo-
rithms would also benefit if the learned embeddings respect
1We use concepts such as (relative) position, ordering, and
distance interchangeably in the paper.
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the relative positions of the nodes in the original graph. One
obvious example is that when performing nearest neighbor
search over embeddings learned by GNNs, we might like
the results to be actual neighbors in the graph sense. In
an ontology, preserving the partial order of nodes in the
embedding space is usually helpful for reasoning in the la-
tent space (McFee & Lanckriet, 2009; Vendrov et al., 2016).
Many use cases of graph data, such as predicting career tra-
jectories in a professional social network (Yan et al., 2019),
may also require the preservation of the explicit ordering
of nodes, e.g., based on timestamps. Moreover, Velicˇkovic´
et al. (2020) show that GNNs can execute many classical
graph algorithms, such as breadth-first search, depth-first
search, and shortest path algorithms, based on shared sub-
routines. The relative position of nodes and graph distances
are important concepts within those subroutines, thus dis-
covering embedding algorithms that may preserve graph
distances can facilitate further research in this area. Inspired
by these findings, we investigate the hitherto unexplored
connection between relative node positions/graph distances
and the expressive power of GNNs.
Though the positions of the nodes can be explicitly captured
in Position-aware GNN (P-GNN) models with the assistance
of anchor nodes sampled randomly from the graph (You
et al., 2019), such an approach requires a lot of prepro-
cessing (e.g., anchor set selection), introduces additional
communications between the nodes and the anchor sets,
and is not practically feasible for graphs that evolve rather
frequently. On the other hand, simple module-like encod-
ing mechanisms of position information work extremely
well for sequence data (Vaswani et al., 2017; Xiao et al.,
2014) and spatial feature representation learning (Mai et al.,
2020). Motivated by these works, we propose to incorporate
a hashing mechanism to encode the position information
of the nodes in the graph. Such a hashing mechanism is
independent of any specific GNN algorithm and hence can
enhance any GNN architecture. We justify the utility of the
hashing module for encoding positions in the graph by pro-
viding a theoretical connection between hashing functions
and isometric (distance-preserving) embeddings. Since neu-
ral networks can implicitly learn spatial positioning in im-
ages (Islam et al., 2020) and navigation tasks (Cueva & Wei,
2018; Banino et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2019), we further
investigate whether the GNNs are capable of utilizing the
position signals if such a preference is encoded explicitly
in the learning objective. The introduction of these two
extensions – hashed feature augmentation and the inclu-
sion of the position information in the learning objective –
begets Isometric Graph Neural Networks (IGNN). Note
that P-GNN tries to minimize distortion and break local
isomorphism in a probabilistic manner. In contrast, IGNN
addresses these issues using a deterministic formulation that
can work with any GNN architecture (see Section 4).
To summarize, the main contributions of our work are the
following:
• We connect and expand theoretical results on finding
isometric embeddings to graph neural network techniques.
• We provide a prescription for learning near-isometric
embeddings using any graph neural network algorithm.
• We demonstrate that applying this technique substantially
improves performance in metrics sensitive to network dis-
tance in a number of datasets and prediction tasks.
2. Related Work
Existing research on GNN has primarily focused on the
expressiveness and representational power of different em-
bedding methods. Since the underlying mechanism of GNN
variants relies on the message passing and aggregation pro-
cedures (Gilmer et al., 2017), a large amount of effort has
been invested to discover different aggregation functions to
achieve state-of-the-art performance on node classification,
link prediction, and graph generation tasks. Empirically, per-
mutation invariant aggregation functions (e.g., mean, sum,
max-pooling, min-pooling) are ideal choices for GNNs to
learn embeddings in general (Hamilton et al., 2017b;a; Kipf
& Welling, 2017). Theoretically, Xu et al. (2019) have
established the intricate connection between the discrimi-
native power of GNN and the powerful Weisfeiler-Lehman
(WL) graph isomorphism test (Weisfeiler & Lehman, 1968)
used to distinguish different graph structures while Chen
et al. (2019) have shown an explicit connection between the
graph isomorphism test and permutation invariant function
approximation.
Besides graph structures, the position, the ordering, and the
relative graph distance of nodes have also been taken into
consideration for designing expressive GNN architectures
as such information is critical in distinguishing topologi-
cally identical substructures. Graph kernels (Yanardag &
Vishwanathan, 2015; Sugiyama & Borgwardt, 2015) have
been used to encode position information in graph repre-
sentation learning. You et al. (2019) proposed the P-GNN
model that incorporates additional message communication
using anchor nodes. Compared with graph kernel methods,
P-GNN models are closely related to and can be viewed as
a generalization of existing GNN models. On a related note,
Maron et al. (2019) explored and developed GNN models
that incorporated standard Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs)
of the feature dimension and a matrix multiplication layer
and proved that they have higher expressiveness compared
with message passing GNNs while maintaining scalability.
While the goal of these prior works is to develop more
expressive GNN models using position information, little
theoretical understanding of the mechanism in preserving
graph distance (relative node positions) using GNN models
has been established. Here we aim to provide theoretical
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connections among graph distance preservation, hashing
functions, and the learning power of GNNs. Besides, the
proposed method can be easily integrated with different
GNN architectures to suit different needs.
3. Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a set of vertices V and
a set of edges E , such that ∀(vi, vj) ∈ E|vi, vj ∈ V . Let
N = |V|. When we refer to the graph distance dG(vi, vj),
we mean the shortest path on graph edges between nodes vi
and vj .
Graph Neural Networks. Graph Neural Network algo-
rithms learn embeddings for the nodes in a graph using both
graph structure and node specific features X = (xvi)vi ,
where xvi ∈ X is the node feature vector corresponding to
node vi. These algorithms learn a function, f : V×X → Z ,
allowing nodes in V to be mapped to real-valued vectors
z ∈ Z .
GNN algorithms define a neighborhood for each node in
the graph and aggregates messages from these neighbors
to update the representation of the current node. Formally,
these algorithms iteratively update the representation of a
node vi by performing aggregation and combinations on the
neighborhood N (vi) (the definition of which varies among
the algorithms) for K iterations. The aggregation function
gkvi = AGG
k({z(k−1)vj |vj ∈ N (vi)}) performs the aggre-
gation over a set of vectors {z(k−1)vi } for each neighbor of
node vi from iteration (k − 1) < K to obtain the neigh-
borhood representation of node vi for iteration k ≤ K.
Typical permutation invariant choices for AGG are mean,
max-pooling, and sum (Kipf & Welling, 2017; Hamilton
et al., 2017a; Xu et al., 2019). The combination func-
tion COMBk(z(k−1)vi ,gkvi) combines the node representation
z
(k−1)
vi for vi at iteration (k − 1) with the neighborhood
representation gkvi for vi at iteration k. Typical choices for
COMB are concatenation and summation. In general, a GNN
can be represented as
zkvi = f
(
(COMBk ◦ AGGk)(z(k−1)vi , {z(k−1)vj |vj ∈ N (vi)})
)
(1)
where function f , here, is usually a feed forward neural net-
work (such as a single-layer NN or an MLP). The order in
which AGG and COMB are applied may be reversed, such as
in the case of Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) (Kipf
& Welling, 2017). The output of a GNN is the K-th repre-
sentation of each node, that is, zvi := z
K
vi ,∀vi ∈ V . There-
fore, in GNN algorithms, the parameter set is defined by the
formulation of the aggregation, combination, and f func-
tions.
Representation Spaces. Since our objective is to learn rep-
resentations that are reflective of structural similarity, graph
distance, and the similarity inferred by the node features, it
is important to outline the differences among various types
of spaces we incorporate distance measures from. How they
relate, practically, to implementations of GNNs vary, as
certain theoretical results apply to different types of spaces.
Definition 1. A metric space (X , d) is a set X endowed
with a distance function d : X × X → R, sometimes
called a metric. This distance function satisfies three key
properties for any x, y, z ∈ X : positivity (d(x, y) ≥ 0),
symmetry (d(x, y) = d(y, x)), and triangle inequality
(d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)).
Definition 2. A finite metric space is a metric space with a
finite number of points.
Definition 3. A Euclidean space is a metric space with
X = Rn, n ∈ Z+ characterized by a distance function
d(x,y) = (
∑n
i=1(xi − yi)2)1/2,∀x,y ∈ Rn.
Definition 4. An embedding is defined as a map f : X →
X ′ between two metric spaces (X , d) and (X ′, d′).
Definition 5. An embedding is isometric iff ∀x, y ∈
X , d(x, y) = d′(f(x), f(y)).
Since graphs with weighted edges are not guaranteed to
satisfy the triangle inequality, they are generally not isomor-
phic to finite metric spaces or the Euclidean space.
Definition 6. The distortion of an embedding is the smallest
value α ≥ 1 for which there exists an r > 0 such that
∀x, y ∈ X ,
r d(x, y) ≤ d′(f(x), f(y)) ≤ α r d(x, y) (2)
Finding Isometric Embeddings. The topic of finding iso-
metric and near-isometric embeddings between spaces is a
well-studied problem. The study of embeddings of finite
metric spaces into Euclidean spaces is of particular inter-
est to the problem of finding representations for nodes in
the graph. To that end, Theorem 1 (Bourgain, 1985; Linial
et al., 1995) has been studied in relation to graph neural
networks (You et al., 2019; Srinivasan & Ribeiro, 2019).
Furthermore, the proof of Theorem 1 is algorithmic, guid-
ing how such an embedding might be constructed.
Theorem 1. (Bourgain Theorem) Every n-point metric
space (X , d) can be embedded in an O(log n)-dimensional
Euclidean space with O(log n) distortion.
This promising result is extended by Linial et al. (1995)
who show that such an embedding produces the least possi-
ble distortion. Unfortunately, the algorithm to find such an
embedding takes random polynomial time. Moreover, only
when the embedding is achieved on an O(n2)-dimensional
space one can adopt a deterministic polynomial-time algo-
rithm. Therefore, both of these alternatives are unappealing
for learning representations of large graphs. P-GNN (You
et al., 2019) takes inspiration from this approach, but as the
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distortion is probabilistic, a given choice of anchor nodes
provides no guarantee on the level of distortion. Further-
more, an embedding learned on the input feature space has
a distance measure with no connection, in general, to the
graph distance.
4. Isometric Graph Neural Network
This section presents the mathematical details of the IGNN
framework. As explained in the previous section, in general,
it is not possible to learn a representation that preserves
the exact distance in a graph. Therefore, for any practical
application, one must find an embedding that minimizes the
distortion. To that end, we first propose a modular extension
of the input representation of the graph data using hashed
features. In what follows, we concretely argue for the utility,
scalability and injectiveness of such modification of the
input features. To reduce the distortion further, we propose a
modification to the loss function that explicitly penalizes for
large deviations in the embedding space from the distance
dictated by the graph. Finally, we discuss the complexity of
adopting this prescription during model training.
Input Representation. Existing GNN algorithms encode
the features of an individual node in two different forms
– as a set of dataset-dependent attributes or as a one-hot
encoded vector that acts as a proxy for the node identity.
Such representations can be realized in a Euclidean metric
space trivially, though the distance function associated with
such metric space, in general, is completely uncorrelated
with the distance inferred by the graph. Therefore, learning
an embedding from such representation of the features may
not preserve the distances in the graph. Given that any linear
transformation f(x) = ATx, where A is an orthogonal
matrix, is an isometric embedding, it is extremely easy to
find isometric embeddings between Euclidean spaces, but
difficult to find an embedding that respects the distances in
the original graph.
To that end, we propose to extend the input feature repre-
sentations of the nodes in the GNNs by concatenating them
with a hash vector. The objective of this enhancement is
to increase the dimensionality of the input space so that it
helps the GNNs break isomorphisms in the graph and learn
a representation that is sensitive to the graph distance. In
what follows, we first describe the construction of the hash
vector and then argue about the injectiveness it introduces
that helps us achieve the objectives mentioned above.
Definition 7. A hash vector (n, m) is an n-dimensional
vector, where each dimension is an m-bit string generated
by a hash function and input seed.
In Algorithm 1, we describe how a hash vector can be gen-
erated using a hash function that produces m-bit strings
from an input bit string. We show in Theorem 2 that this
algorithm provides protection from collision as good as
generating the hash from n independent seeds.
Algorithm 1 Constructing a hash vector
Input: A hash function Hm : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}m; an
integer n defining the dimension of the output vector; the
input bit string b which generates the vector.
Output: A hash vector h ∈ {0, 1}m×n
h← ( )
for i = 0 until n do
t← H(b⊕ i); h← h⊕ t;
end for
Theorem 2. Given a hash function Hm : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}m with a collision probability p := p(H(x) =
H(y)|x 6= y), the collision probability between two hash
vectors of dimension n, generated by Algorithm 1, is pn.
Proof: Consider two hash vectors {hi,1} and {hi,2}, 0 ≤
i ≤ n, generated by input bit strings b1 6= b2. These hash
vectors collide if hi,1 = hi,2,∀i. Given that hi = H(hi−1⊕
b), the vector components hi are randomly distributed in
the hash space. Therefore, the probability of collision is
independent for each dimension in the hash vector.
Note that adding the hash vector representation introduces
a high degree of injectiveness into the input representation.
Xu et al. (2019); Maron et al. (2019) discuss at length how in-
troducing some form of injectiveness into GNN algorithms
allows one to break the local structural isomorphisms that
prevail in the underlying graph. Compared to these exist-
ing approaches that either have probabilistic guarantees or
no guarantees on injectiveness, augmentation of the hash
representation offers a guarantee of injectiveness up to the
collision probability of the hash function and hash vector
size. This improvement applies both to datasets with node
features and those using one-hot encoded vectors, for which
it is very easy to generate unique input seeds for each node.
The approach has several additional advantages. Since the
hashes have no security constraints, one may use extremely
fast collision-resistant hash functions available for a scalable
implementation. The process is also deterministic, guaran-
teeing that the input representation is reproducible across
training runs, inference, and other analysis tasks.
Learning the Embedding. The Johnson-Lindenstrauss
Lemma (Johnson & Lindenstrauss, 1984), is a weaker re-
sult than Theorem 1 (Bourgain Theorem). As described
by Linial et al. (1995), the proof is prescriptive, but unfor-
tunately, is still a random polynomial time algorithm. An
alternative proof is provided by Frankl & Maehara (1988).
The proof shows that there is a random subspace of the orig-
inal space that satisfies the distortion requirement because
the length of projections on random subspaces is normally
distributed.
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Theorem 3. (Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma) Given 0 <
 < 1, any set of n points in a Euclidean space can be
mapped to Rq with a distortion α ≤ (1+ ) in the distances
if q > 8 log n/2.
Though the algorithm for which the lemma holds does not
scale, it strongly suggests that one can find a mapping be-
tween two Euclidean spaces with minimal distortion, which
is what is relevant to most GNN architectures. Because the
hash vectors add random projections into a new space, the
appropriate embedding learned on this space can minimize
the distortion with respect to the graph distance. Recent
exceptions (Chami et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019) focus on
hyperbolic spaces rather than Euclidean, but appealing to
the Nash Embedding Theorem (Nash, 1956) extends the
arguments of this paper to those architectures.
In order to ensure that the mapping learned by the GNN
algorithm is minimally distorted with respect to the graph
distance metric, the graph distance must be explicitly in-
corporated into the training objective. In Section 5, we
elaborate on how the loss function must be modified to
achieve such an objective.
Complexity Analysis. Since IGNN augments the existing
GNN architectures with hashed features, it behooves us to
examine the complexity difference compared to these ar-
chitectures. There are three sources of complexity changes
when adopting this prescription. First, calculating the hash
vectors incurs a cost of O(Nn), where N is the number of
nodes and n is the dimension of the hash vectors. Adding
the hash vectors introduces O(n) additional model parame-
ters, which introduce additional cost during both inference
and back-propagation. There is a fixed cost of O(N3) of
calculating the graph distances between the nodes for use
in the loss function.2 For a large graph, one may use an
approximate shortest path algorithm (Henzinger et al., 2013)
to avoid the cubic complexity.
5. Experiment
5.1. Methods
Extending Input Representation. We extend the input
representation (either one-hot vectors or node features) xvi
for node vi with fixed-length hash vectors
xHvi = [H(bi ⊕ 0),H(bi ⊕ 1), . . . ,H(bi ⊕ n− 1)]T (3)
where bi is an unique identifier for each node to achieve
determinism and n denotes the desired length of the hash
features. In all of our experiments, we adopt
H(·) = MurmurHash3(·)/(231 − 1) (4)
2The same cost is needed in P-GNN models.
as the default hashing algorithm (Appleby) which hashes
an arbitrary string into the range [−231 − 1, 231 − 1]. In
essence, we provide a modular extension to all GNN algo-
rithms by extending the input representation of each node
to x∗vi = CONCAT(xvi ,x
H
vi). In contrast to the original
input representation of the nodes xi that encode application-
specific characteristics, the features xHvi derived from hash-
ing, spanning the space [−1, 1]n, are designed to counter-
balance the isomorphism between remote communities.
Application Tasks. We enable all GNN algorithms with
the extended input representations to learn a mapping
f : V × X → Z based on the target similarity metric
dy(zvi,zvj ) determined by downstream application tasks,
such as link prediction, pairwise node classification and so
on. In particular, we focus on the following two prediction
tasks.
• Link Prediction: The objective here is to model a similar-
ity metric defined by dy(zvi , zvj ) = 1 if (vi, vj) ∈ E+ and
0 if (vi, vj) ∈ E−, where E+ ⊂ E represents the set of posi-
tive edges and E− = V×V−E represents the set of negative
edges sampled from the underlying graph G = (V, E).
• Pairwise Node Classification: In this task, in addi-
tion to the graph G, an exclusive node-set partition
{P1,P2 . . . ,PM} ⊆ V is provided. The target similar-
ity metric for this task is defined as dy(zvi , zvj ) = 1 if
∃`(vi ∈ P` ∧ vj ∈ P`) and 0 otherwise.
Note that the subscript y in dy(., .) makes it explicit that
the similarity is calculated at the output task level. We will
introduce two more distances of similar kind related to the
graph and the embedding space and hence it is important to
make the notations for distances clear and distinct.
Optimization over Extended Representation. To gener-
alize the learning task introduced in Section 3, most GNN
algorithms seek to learn a mapping f(vi,N (vi),xvi , {xvj :
vj ∈ N (vi)}) where N (vi) is taken as a collection of
one-hop or two-hop neighbors for node vi. P-GNN, on
the other hand, constructs the neighborhood a little dif-
ferently by augmenting the set N (vi) with a set of an-
chor nodes S. Note that this set of anchor nodes ap-
pear in the neighborhood of each node in the graph. In
contrast, our approach seeks to learn a function with ex-
tended input representations that can be formally written as
f(vi,N (vi),x∗vi , {x∗vj : vj ∈ N (vi)}).
As described by You et al. (2019), most GNN models can
be formalized by the following optimization:
min Evi,vj ,N (vi),N (vj)[L(dz(fvi , fvj ), dy(zvi , zvj ))] (5)
where fvi = f(vi,N (vi),xvi , {xv` : v` ∈ N (vi)}) and
fvj = f(vj ,N (vj),xvj , {xv` : v` ∈ N (vj)}). The ran-
dom variables vi, vj , N (vi), N (vj) are all sampled from
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the probability distribution p(V) over the set of vertices,
dictated by some properties of the graph. Likewise, with a
small modification to the neighborhood construction N (vi)
for each node (i.e. extending every neighborhood with the
anchor nodes), PGNN can also be shown to optimize the
objective given above. Note that the subscripts in dz(., .)
and dy(., .) are meant to distinguish between the similar-
ity metrics in the embedding space and target metric space
respectively.
In contrast, our approach optimizes for the composite loss
function given by:
min Evi,vj ,N (vi),N (vj)[L(dz(f∗vi , f∗vj ), dy(zvi , zvj ), dG(vi, vj))] (6)
where f∗vi = f(vi,N (vi),x∗vi , {x∗v` : v` ∈ N (vi)}) and
f∗vj = f(vj ,N (vj),x∗vj , {x∗v` : v` ∈ N (vj)}). Note that
we have augmented the loss function with an extra term
dG(vi, vj) that denotes the distance between node vi and
vj according to the underlying graph G. This explicit de-
pendence on the graph distance is expected to guide the
optimization to a point where the learned embeddings can
have minimal distortion. Also note that the feature pre-
sentation in the above objective function accounts for the
extended set of features.
To make the minimization problem above explicit, we pro-
pose the following objective function
L = λBCELBCE + λMSELMSE (7)
which has two parts – the usual task-specific target similarity
loss term, which is the regular binary cross entropy (BCE)
loss, and the new distance metric loss term, which is a mean-
squared error (MSE) term. The BCE loss can be formalized
as:
LBCE = −
∑
vi 6=vj
[dy(zvi , zvj ) log σ(〈zvi , zvj 〉)
+(1− dy(zvi , zvj )) log(1− σ(〈zvi , zvj 〉))] (8)
Similarly, the distance metric can be characterized as:
LMSE =
∑
vi 6=vj
[(1− 〈zvi , zvj 〉)/2− (1− 1/dG(vi, vj)α)]2 (9)
where α is a hyper-parameter that controls the shape of the
distance transformation. In all of our experiments, we set
α = 1. A larger value of λMSE or λBCE favors the distance
metric loss or the binary cross-entropy loss respectively.
Interestingly, depending on the actual training task (i.e.,
link prediction, pairwise node classification, etc), these two
losses might positively correlate. For example, for link
prediction tasks, there exists a clear positive correlation
between 1− dy(zvi , zvj ) and (1− 1/dG(vi, vj)α).
5.2. Datasets
We conduct experiments on three real-world datasets – Com-
munities, Email, and PPI.
• Communities (Watts, 1999) dataset is generated by first
producing n = 20 cliques of size k = 20 each and then
generating an edge to connect with an adjacent clique. To
introduce some randomness, we connect cliques using an
edge with a probability of 0.01. Furthermore, we use node-
clique membership as the natural label for the node pair
classification task.
• Email (Leskovec et al., 2007) is a collection of seven real-
world email communication graphs with no node features.
Each graph in this dataset has six communities and each
node is labelled with the community it belongs to, which is
used as the node pair classification label.
• PPI (Zitnik & Leskovec, 2017) network contains 1113
nodes and each node is equipped with a 29 dimensional
feature vector. Each node represents a protein and an edge
exists between two proteins if they interact with each other.
Note that we only conduct the link prediction task for this
dataset.
5.3. Experiment Setup
We consider the following baselines and their modifications
to understand the impact of different modifications to the
objective function used for graph embedding.
• Baseline Models: We consider GCN (Kipf & Welling,
2017), GraphSage (SAGE) (Hamilton et al., 2017a), Graph
Attention Network (GAT) (Velikovi et al., 2018), Graph
Isomorphism Network (GIN) (Xu et al., 2019), and P-
GNN (You et al., 2019) as our baseline models without
modification of either node features or loss function.
• Baseline + Hash: For this category of variations, we only
endow each node with hashing based features.
• Baseline + MSE: For this category of variations, we mod-
ify the objective function in Equation 7 with losses from the
target task metric and distance distortion.
• Baseline + Both: This is the combined version that in-
cludes the modified objective function and the input repre-
sentation extension.
We evaluate the performance of all the models using the
standard measure of classification performance, AUC-ROC,
and a metric sensitive to distance, Kendall’s Tau (Kendall,
1948; Knight, 1966). Kendall’s Tau increases as distortion
decreases. We use a variant of the Kendall’s Tau (KT)
measure that adjusts for any ties. Given two lists of rankings,
A and B, this measure is calculated as
τb =
(P −Q)√
(P +Q+ T )× (P +Q+ U) (10)
where P is the number of concordant pairs, Q is the number
of discordant pairs and T (U ) is the number of ties in A
(B) only. A tie that occurs for a pair in both A and B is
not counted in either T or U . We compare the rankings in
the ascending order of graph distance and in the descending
order of cosine similarity.
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Table 1. Results for Communities and Email Dataset
Communities Email
Model Variants Link Prediction Pairwise Node Classification Link Prediction Pairwise Node Classification
AUC Kendall’s Tau AUC Kendall’s Tau AUC Kendall’s Tau AUC Kendall’s Tau
GCN 0.977± 0.005 0.182± 0.038 0.988± 0.001 0.146± 0.015 0.709± 0.010 0.239± 0.025 0.518± 0.010 0.238± 0.008
GCN + Hash 0.986± 0.001 0.215± 0.001 0.992± 0.005 0.217± 0.002 0.767± 0.005 0.364± 0.008 0.681± 0.030 0.432± 0.002
GCN + MSE 0.986± 0.002 0.267± 0.003 0.992± 0.002 0.277± 0.003 0.721± 0.005 0.217± 0.004 0.575± 0.020 0.267± 0.050
GCN + Both 0.986± 0.003 0.301± 0.002 0.992± 0.002 0.335± 0.003 0.782± 0.016 0.364± 0.002 0.708± 0.020 0.437± 0.002
SAGE 0.986± 0.003 0.218± 0.003 0.993± 0.001 0.212± 0.015 0.571± 0.033 0.147± 0.011 0.538± 0.007 0.139± 0.012
SAGE + Hash 0.979± 0.004 0.268± 0.029 0.982± 0.006 0.257± 0.043 0.735± 0.000 0.361± 0.017 0.693± 0.010 0.428± 0.007
SAGE + MSE 0.985± 0.003 0.248± 0.004 0.994± 0.002 0.270± 0.038 0.557± 0.069 0.156± 0.030 0.533± 0.001 0.206± 0.033
SAGE + Both 0.986± 0.003 0.253± 0.002 0.993± 0.002 0.280± 0.002 0.769± 0.016 0.363± 0.002 0.744± 0.022 0.433± 0.002
GAT 0.981± 0.001 0.203± 0.028 0.989± 0.005 0.205± 0.006 0.538± 0.015 0.086± 0.009 0.507± 0.006 0.083± 0.018
GAT + Hash 0.919± 0.008 0.263± 0.014 0.975± 0.004 0.334± 0.028 0.758± 0.010 0.336± 0.010 0.725± 0.017 0.407± 0.004
GAT + MSE 0.983± 0.001 0.300± 0.069 0.989± 0.001 0.318± 0.004 0.550± 0.013 0.096± 0.001 0.528± 0.009 0.112± 0.001
GAT + Both 0.987± 0.003 0.303± 0.002 0.993± 0.002 0.324± 0.002 0.769± 0.015 0.353± 0.002 0.747± 0.200 0.435± 0.002
GIN 0.980± 0.002 0.241± 0.010 0.991± 0.002 0.213± 0.041 0.724± 0.008 0.402± 0.004 0.723± 0.032 0.479± 0.001
GIN + Hash 0.988± 0.007 0.272± 0.001 0.982± 0.006 0.250± 0.021 0.785± 0.007 0.443± 0.012 0.741± 0.001 0.525± 0.001
GIN + MSE 0.987± 0.003 0.290± 0.002 0.992± 0.002 0.301± 0.002 0.791± 0.012 0.429± 0.001 0.726± 0.012 0.482± 0.001
GIN + Both 0.987± 0.009 0.432± 0.092 0.984± 0.000 0.365± 0.070 0.808± 0.004 0.452± 0.005 0.774± 0.005 0.521± 0.007
P-GNN-F-2L 0.978± 0.007 0.334± 0.003 0.986± 0.001 0.346± 0.005 0.751± 0.040 0.503± 0.002 0.751± 0.013 0.576± 0.007
P-GNN-F-2L + Hash 0.978± 0.003 0.340± 0.000 0.988± 0.004 0.358± 0.000 0.769± 0.031 0.529± 0.007 0.734± 0.033 0.615± 0.006
P-GNN-F-2L + MSE 0.982± 0.004 0.338± 0.009 0.991± 0.002 0.357± 0.011 0.835± 0.016 0.516± 0.015 0.772± 0.016 0.609± 0.015
P-GNN-F-2L + Both 0.980± 0.104 0.341± 0.072 0.987± 0.077 0.359± 0.071 0.823± 0.040 0.532± 0.056 0.769± 0.030 0.616± 0.006
P-GNN-E-2L 0.965± 0.002 0.554± 0.017 0.981± 0.000 0.518± 0.018 0.792± 0.031 0.547± 0.011 0.735± 0.047 0.603± 0.013
P-GNN-E-2L + Hash 0.973± 0.006 0.600± 0.004 0.981± 0.001 0.576± 0.047 0.770± 0.030 0.549± 0.008 0.784± 0.020 0.638± 0.001
P-GNN-E-2L + MSE 0.985± 0.110 0.566± 0.161 0.990± 0.092 0.535± 0.152 0.765± 0.025 0.539± 0.010 0.772± 0.014 0.612± 0.007
P-GNN-E-2L + Both 0.982± 0.053 0.588± 0.013 0.994± 0.041 0.607± 0.010 0.775± 0.007 0.550± 0.005 0.753± 0.010 0.614± 0.000
Table 2. Results for PPI Dataset
Model Variants Link PredictionAUC Kendall’s Tau
GCN 0.798± 0.005 0.413± 0.010
GCN + Hash 0.810± 0.002 0.441± 0.007
GCN + MSE 0.760± 0.003 0.422± 0.005
GCN + Both 0.821± 0.001 0.444± 0.005
SAGE 0.809± 0.004 0.426± 0.015
SAGE + Hash 0.818± 0.003 0.464± 0.012
SAGE + MSE 0.804± 0.005 0.421± 0.012
SAGE + Both 0.812± 0.001 0.461± 0.002
GAT 0.798± 0.007 0.416± 0.012
GAT + Hash 0.818± 0.015 0.462± 0.010
GAT + MSE 0.789± 0.004 0.413± 0.012
GAT + Both 0.819± 0.005 0.465± 0.012
GIN 0.755± 0.014 0.442± 0.010
GIN + Hash 0.788± 0.024 0.450± 0.029
GIN + MSE 0.751± 0.012 0.432± 0.045
GIN + Both 0.789± 0.038 0.460± 0.053
P-GNN-F-2L 0.812± 0.007 0.375± 0.001
P-GNN-F-2L + Hash 0.823± 0.004 0.388± 0.005
P-GNN-F-2L + MSE 0.815± 0.014 0.372± 0.005
P-GNN-F-2L + Both 0.819± 0.007 0.391± 0.010
P-GNN-E-2L 0.772± 0.003 0.435± 0.004
P-GNN-E-2L + Hash 0.775± 0.014 0.426± 0.003
P-GNN-E-2L + MSE 0.792± 0.015 0.446± 0.005
P-GNN-E-2L + Both 0.798± 0.015 0.454± 0.005
5.4. Hyper-parameter Selection
All of our experiments use PYTORCH (Paszke et al., 2019)
with models implemented, when available, in the PYTORCH-
GEOMETRIC package (Fey & Lenssen, 2019). For the GCN,
SAGE, GIN, and GAT models, we use three hidden layers
with 32 dimensions. For P-GNN, we use two hidden layers
(-2L) with either truncated 2-hop (-F) or exact (-E) shortest
path distance. We perform a hyper-parameter search with
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Figure 1. Impact of λMSE on KT
three possible values of the learning rate 0.0001, 0.001, and
0.01. The IGNN prescription introduces two new hyper-
parameters – the dimension n of the hash vector and the
strength λMSE associated with the MSE objective. In prac-
tice, setting n to the dimension of the observed node features
works reasonably well. We also experiment with different
values of λBCE and λMSE – 0, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 – to understand
their impact on AUC-ROC and KT. Figure 1 demonstrates
the effect of λMSE on the KT measure for different values of
λBCE when GCN algorithm is applied on the Communities
dataset. One can observe that reducing λBCE and setting a
slightly higher λMSE produce the best KT results with mini-
mal effect on AUC-ROC. We use the best hyper-parameter
set from the Email dataset and use that in the PPI dataset, as
sweeping through all possible configurations of the hyper-
parameters is quite expensive for the PPI dataset. We report
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Figure 2. AUC-ROC vs KT for Link Prediction (Left) and Pairwise Node Classification (Right)
the test results using the hyper-parameter configurations that
yield the best validation results.
5.5. Results
We present the results for the Communities, Email, and PPI
datasets in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Table 1 presents
the AUC-ROC and Kendall’s Tau measures for the Com-
munities and Email datasets for both the link prediction
and pairwise node classification tasks for the four variants
of each of the six model architectures we experiment with.
Table 2 contains the AUC-ROC and KT for PPI for the link
prediction task for the same set of model variants.
It is obvious from these results that adopting the IGNN
technique improves KT for virtually all the datasets, tasks,
and architectures, by as much as 400% in one case. In the
Email dataset, we also see substantial improvement in the
AUC-ROC, up to 43%. In the Communities dataset, the
improvement is incremental, as most of the baseline models
already have a very high AUC-ROC.
Figure 2 shows how AUC-ROC and KT evolve between the
baseline and the “Both” variant of each model for the link
prediction as well as the pairwide node classification task,
allowing comparison of the improvement between different
model architectures. In all cases, the IGNN models (“Both”
variants) have an increase in KT measurement. In more
than 93% (28 out of 30) of the cases, the AUC-ROC scores
for the IGNN models are better than or as good as baseline
models.
When reviewing the results for the Communities and Email
datasets, which use one-hot encoded input features, we see
that GCN, SAGE, and GAT have similar KT for both pre-
diction tasks for the baseline models. This result is not
surprising, as these architectures focus primarily on incor-
porating node features and are known to be challenged in
distinguishing certain structural differences. All three ar-
chitectures register substantial improvements when they are
empowered with the IGNN technique. The variants associ-
ated with the GIN and P-GNN have notably higher baseline
performance, a result that is not surprising, as these archi-
tectures specifically aim to break structural isomorphisms
and improve position awareness, respectively. Still, the im-
provement in KT is up to 70% for GIN and 17% for P-GNN
variants.
In the PPI dataset where each node is attributed with a set of
features, the situation is much different. The improvement in
performance compared to the baselines is much lower than
in the other datasets. The AUC-ROC improvement between
baseline and the best IGNN variant is limited to 3% only,
though we see improvement up to 9% in the KT measure.
A notable exception is the P-GNN-F variant, which uses
an approximate distance graph measure in the architecture
(in contrast to the P-GNN-E variant, which uses the exact
distance). This introduction of biased information likely
results in lower performance. However, the fact that the ar-
chitectures, such as GCN, SAGE, GAT, that focus primarily
on node feature learning can achieve performance similar to
the architectures explicitly taking advantage of structural or
position information (GIN and P-GNN) strongly supports
that the prescription presented in this paper enables these
architectures to learn distance information.
6. Conclusion
We provide a prescription for training Isometric Graph Neu-
ral Networks using any GNN architecture, allowing these
algorithms to compute node representations that remain
faithful to graph distance. This prescription introduces mini-
mal complexity overhead, allowing different architectures to
maintain their respective advantages. We show that IGNNs
improve performance over baselines in a variety of tasks in
both the standard metric of AUC-ROC used for link predic-
tion and the distance sensitive metric Kendall’s Tau.
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